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Darwin’s Telescope

In a carved-up corner of the Amazon, an old gardener
keeps her cabbages and cucumbers apart. Shaking her
head, she explains – they will kill each other if given the
chance.
A panel of scientists votes to strip Pluto of planetary
status. The grumbling opposition asks: how round is
round?
In second grade, my best friend makes me clean her room.
Alleging friends in nether places, she threatens to hex me
if I refuse.
Pretty soon, belief becomes suspension bridge.
Not long after, I take Underdog, with his little white U and
blue cartoon cape, to be my psychic savior. In private, I
stick pins in Polly Purebred’s voodoo likeness.
Teeth bared, a pair of dogs grapples for the single bone
between them. The victor marks the hydrant of his choice.
Bullies of every stripe and paw print swagger through the
eco-system. The sniveling little guy bellies up.
I, too, have my hungers. The hunter-gatherer in me. The
need to name on the table of my tongue. The need, the
need, the need.

Every week, another contestant is voted off the island.
Implanted at the base of my brain, my survivalist
microchip is ticking.

Chemistry Lessons

1. Chemistry reduces the mysteries of life to their lowest
common denominator.
2. Opposite ions are magnetically drawn to one another.
3. When oxygen and friction collide in sufficient supply
spontaneous combustion will occur.
4. The body employs anti-oxidizing agents to neutralize
those free radicals that threaten to upset the status quo.
5. Life is simply a matter of molecules that can be
reproduced in test tubes and petrie dishes.
6. Love, like any other toxic substance, has its half-life,
and in due time will be flushed out.
7. Sooner or later, every thought or passion will be
traceable to the firing of a detectable neuron pathway.
8. A laboratory animal has generally exhausted its useful
scientific life after a single experiment and will then be
put to sleep.
9. There are no monsters. There is only
Man. This is the truth.

Telling Time

In 1965, somewhere between a saddle shoe and a penny
loafer, a classroom of third graders computes
how old they will be in the year 2000.
Last night, I dreamed I was 53 and I woke up screaming –
who will do the bridgework on the mouth of a thousand years?
how many pieces of piecework make a sweatshop hour?
We open our eyes to find ourselves out the back door
of one millennium, at the oven door of another, wondering
when our turn will come.
do you believe that biding your time comes at no cost at all?
Sometimes I dream my credit cards shovel holes
in the earth to bury me. First year interest rates, like oak
leaves, offer safe shelter till after a season of spending
the digging begins.
I awake to find my IRAs become leg irons;
my bank accounts, anchors; and managed health
insurance, an inescapable choke chain.
do you insist there is no price for following?
I tell you there's always somebody counting.
I dream an old saxophone stooped with osteoporosis stops
me on the road and whispers: If you want to save your
shoes you have to walk through life on your knees.

Before long, I find a wealthy woman floundering
in over-priced artwork. Spattered canvases stretched
as far as cerebral will go. She tells me the candle is lost
to its own wick.
how many pins will prickle the heads of angels
before the coming of a more effective insurrection?
do you believe that keeping your hands clean comes tax free?
Last night, I dreamed that wisdom gnarled me into Bonsai:
my limbs, once reaching their full spread now twist
into branches condensed and autistic.
At 6 am, I wake to the clatter of dumpsters
four stories below, the rhythm of workers clearing away
our earthly waste; daily news:
a soiled baby on the Welcome mat screaming for a change.

Awaiting the Subsequent Shoe

Dear Whippersnapper,
There are those who contend that Sisyphus savored
a great whoosh of breath at the boulder’s rolling.
Baloney! They are existential Scrooges who need a good
screw. Ditto for Shakespeare, whose slings and arrows
turn to dust in the mouths of moonstruck youth. Love,
I submit, is a blade of grass stubbornly capable of cracking
cement. Coitus is bound to prevail for the greening
of the species and the populist principle of the 13th Step.
Life beats us down, I’ll grant you that. But note how
the mavens of martyrdom flavor our beatings
with radishes of glamour and near-vegan virtue.
A snaggle of survivors will testify that pissing in the wind
strengthens several intestinal muscle groups.
There is a certain sound track to the above.
Most frequently, we think of strings or brass, though
with time a full symphonic complement follows.
From well-endowed avatars to survivor show hijinks,
the lemming imperative is adroitly embedded
in the software. Deep down, we know there are better
paths to self-improvement.
Apostasy! holler the tear-jerking colonels of sturm and
drang. Oh Great Athena! Oh Aeschylus! they rant,
with lunatic thrashing, have you not heard of wisdom
through suffering?

But for every whack of the strap that’s connected
with my backside, I can safely say I’ve known better
back rubs at the sulfur baths of Big Sur.
Before you leap, be sure to purchase flight insurance.
As to the matter of martyrs in the garbage
economy: Road Kill will always be among us.
Whether the corpse is indeed exquisite is a question
for the scavenger’s appetite. An orifice is more
than merely another hole. It is a portal to opportunity.
What matters is not what you step on
but what steps on you. And from which quadrant
the other shoe will drop. Always drive defensively.
There are those who insist that misery’s an addiction.
Ask the damsel on the railroad track as she sweats out
Dudley Do Right’s last ditch rescue. She will tell you the
best thing about pantyhose eis when you take them off.

After Whitman, After Hoover
I CELEBRATE myself, and sing myself,
And what I assume you shall assume...
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People I meet...my early REDACTION or the
IMPROPRIETY
and city I live in, or the REDACTION in its place,
The latest dates, EXPUNGED FROM THE RECORD
discoveries, inventions, BLASPHEMIES, authors
old and new, CENSORED
....Battles, the horrors of fratricidal war, TRIGGER the
eyes
they TRIGGER suspicion
the REDACTED events;
These come to me SUSPECT and go from me again,
But they are not GARBLED
the Me myself
REDACTED.
Apart from the pulling and hauling stands
what I am, IMPROPER, REDACTED,
BROUGHT IN FOR QUESTIONING
....Backward I see in my GARBLED days where
I sweated through CODE-SPEAK
CENSORS, SPIES
I have no IMPROPRIETY, I witness EXPUNGED
PROPOGANDA
I SUSPECT, I WHITEOUT, I BLIND

When The Ladybugs Invade Chicago
“They’re taking over... infiltrating...this attack
is anything but lady-like.”
– Brian Janosch, idsnews.com
It’s a ho-hum
morning
throughout the ant hill office buildings,
where overdue assignments spill out of in-boxes. Above
the cubicle maze, one can hear the rhythmic click of fingers
on keyboards racing to keep up. Accountants count,
bosses boss and nodding psychologists proffer the usual
insights to ease the waves of misery that break
upon their shores. On floor after floor,
custodians manage the fragile ecology of high rise life.
After the autumn harvest, a friendly species of beetle,
having fattened on the aphids in the soybean fields,
doubles its boisterous numbers many times over
and sets out to find suitable lodgings for the winter.
On the day the ladybugs swarm over the city, flying in
through open windows, swinging doors: solid objects
begin to move. Heavy oak furniture and elevator walls
throb with armored beetle bodies. The points
on exclamation points crawl off to join more poignant
conversations and teachers everywhere lose
their tenuous hold on lesson plans. Even the sweetest
apples of their eyes forget their homework and speak out
of turn. Soon, dogs begin to snarl and bite the hands of
their masters, while house cats are infected with cabin
fever. Secretaries spill coffee on memos and cover letters,
and the crowd at the water cooler can be seen swatting at
specks in the quivering air.

A cloud of disquietude hangs low over the Loop and
spreads down the long fingers of the Elevated into the
neighborhoods. There is an outcry among the citizens and
the aldermen declare the itinerant arthropods a public
nuisance. Regulations are written and re-written.
Phalanxes of janitors armed with aerosols
and surgical masks are dispatched to every floor and
lobby. Stalking the hallways, Curmudgeon Bill,
the building engineer with the buzz cut, shakes his
industrial-size can of insecticide. Intent on restoring order
to the cubicles, corridors and elevators under his watch, he
mutters, that’s the way it is with these pests – if one gets away,
a hundred more are born, every inch an unrelenting scowl.

Stuck

There are cattle prods everywhere.
Cattle prods & carrots. Playing
their parts. I know, I’ve seen them.
Heard the freight cars rattle
with echoes of empty. French kiss
of the mantis. Nothing to stop it.
I have witnessed the cunning duet
of lure & hook. The catch, all
flesh and scales. I've calculated
entries & exits. The number of keys:
who keeps them; which side the lock takes.
Check the math if you don't believe me.
Something ancient is playing
out in the theater of spider & fly.
What makes a sticky situation, for starters.
Look! What’s that
up ahead? Some sort of shed,
stink of livestock, corrugated ramp.
Hey, wait. Quit pushing me.

the human organ

a bell wakes to find its tongue
extracted. echo with no prime
to move it. on a blackboard sky,
a star erased by storm.
trajectory of YES
suspended. a cry peals
from silence. grief: the human
organ sounding. now
behind a pair of tinted lens,
a shroud of fog.
alone, a soldier’s mother opens
the package after
the fact. I sobbed and still
I sob. like an animal. no use
for your gift,
it’s only your letter
I cling to. grains of salt
from the sweat of your hand.
in a distant clearing, the many
tongues gather

waving. stipple of salt.
arc of sun. peal of bells.

What to Pack For the Apocalypse

A faceless man runs down a pitched roof,
gladiators at his back. The dreamer wakes in free fall.
A little help from erosion and the precipice approaches
at the buzz rate of killer bees.
When heads of state play chicken
on a cliff, the speed of the hotrod is everybody’s business.
What we have here is more than a failure to communicate
or a sloppy lot of rowdies butting heads in a mosh pit.
Winner With The Most Toys dukes it out with Can't Take It
With You. Or are they running neck-and-neck?
If the life boat leaks, what to pack for the apocalypse
(iPad, change purse, teddy bear) is not the operative
question.
A father-to-be boards a jet, suitcase bulging with worries.
At crusing altitude, he opens his tray table and the plane
flips
upside down. Outside the window, a banner flaps.
Quit fussing, it says, you’re going one way or another.

epilogue no. 8
and what's this we're left with?
greasy memory with membrane
corrupted
elastic lost
and foundering? what's that?
anatomy of shadow
or perhaps
a blackboard over-writ
in afterbirth complete w/gene map
cast
aside; a 13 gallon cinch-sack cinched.
the hat: a mere receptacle, w/emblem obsolete.
then comes the day we learn
the blue bag thing was all a scam
were you surprised?
the sham
recyclers split
(along with endings 1 – 7)
soon as Karma turned its back.
what's left?
after
caution is tossed a muddy palette or
a well that's never done with gushing
pocketful of pigment hued and crying.
in hindsight, the umbilical was cut
too quick
for horse & barn & open door.
no angels evident
just
creatures breached and straggling with
wings awash in rainbow slick.
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